
Unicode request for Initial Teaching Alphabet
Kirk Miller, kirkmiller at gmail 2023 March 13
This proposal for letters of the Initial Teaching Alphabet (ITA) follows on L2/08-428 and L2/22-286.
The 2020 draft for this proposal included casing forms. Those were dropped per advice of the SAH. 
The ITA was used for basic literacy materials in the UK in the early to mid 1960s, from where it
spread  to  Australia  and  the  US.  It  has  largely  fallen  out  of  use  since  the  1970s,  but  is  still
occasionally  encountered.  An  ITA  Foundation  was  founded  in  New  York  in  1965,  and  has
maintained a website since 2000 (itafoundation.org). An ITA Association was founded in Melbourne
in 1974 and published through at  least  1987.  The Australian  Science and Technology Heritage
Centre maintains a website at austehc.unimelb.edu.au/guides/itaa for their collection of ITA material. 
The ITA minuscule letters and ligatures, with Unicode equivalents, are as follows. Names date to
James Pitman. They are included here for reference but are not taught to children.

letter name code point letter name code point letter name code point
a at 0061 n en 006E æ ain 00E6
á ask -- o og 006F â aud A737
à ahd 0251 p pee 0070 ç chay --
b bee 0062 r ray 0072 é een --
c kee 0063 û er -- í ide --
d did 0064 s ess 0073 ñ ing 014B
e et 0065 ž zess -- œ ode 0153
f ef 0066 t tee 0074 ò oin --
g gay 0067, 0261 u ug 0075 ô ood --
h hay 0068 v vee 0076 ó oun --
i it 0069 w way 0077 š ish --
j jay 006A y yay 0079 þ ith --
k kay 006B z zed 007A ð thee --
l el 006C ý zhee 0292 ú une 1D6B

m em 006D õ oot A7B7 ù whee --
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• Characters in grey cells have the generic forms of existing Unicode characters. 
• Characters in blue cells are glyph variants of existing Unicode characters, or may be variants in 

some ITA typefaces. 
The ITA is a supplemented Latin alphabet. There is no q or x. Shortly after the ITA was created, the
letter ⟨û⟩ was added for orthographic r that is vocalic in non-rhotic accents, though in American
publications it may be restricted to the NURSE vowel. Later ⟨á⟩ was added for the BATH vowel, so
that the same literacy material could be used regardless of how children pronounced that set of
words (Daniels 2018: 27). Capital letters are merely the minuscules set in a larger font. They are
illustrated in the figures but have fallen out of use and are not requested from Unicode.
The ITA letters ⟨d g ñ⟩ may be distinct in shape from conventional ⟨d g ŋ⟩, but are equivalent to
the design in other typefaces, such as primer-style ⟨a g t⟩ in Schoolbook, Andika and (via style
selectors) Gentium. The ITA ⟨d⟩ is often designed with a slight tail to make it more distinct from
⟨b⟩,  to  address  dyslexia,  but  several  ITA publications  show it  as  a  standard  ⟨d⟩,  and the ITA
Foundation says (p.c. 2023) that ASCII d is an acceptable variant. The IPA letter U+0261 ɡ is available
for the ITA ⟨g⟩. However,  any typeface that provides the desired shape for ⟨ñ⟩ and other ITA
letters will also have the correct ITA shape for ASCII g, so there is no particular benefit to using
U+0261. The Latin omega, U+A7B7 ꞷ, matches the ITA letter ⟨õ⟩. The SAH advises against using
Greek U+03C9 ω, as mixing scripts may cause problems. 
In some ITA typefaces, the vowel ligatures ⟨æ⟩ and ⟨œ⟩ have a short linking stroke: ⟨a-e⟩, ⟨o-e⟩.
This suggests that all vowel ligatures may be rendered as tied together with a stroke, but that these
two were identified with readily available Basic Latin ⟨æ⟩ and ⟨œ⟩. ITA ⟨ú⟩ and ⟨â⟩ should thus
be treated as graphic variants of U+1D6A ᵫ and U+A737 ꜷ. However, in the opinion of the SAH, ITA
⟨í⟩ should not be identified with U+AB61  ‘iotified e’, because the left component of ⟨ ⟩ is aꭡ ꭡ
dotless and serifed iota rather than an i. 
Thanks to Deborah Anderson of the Universal Scripts Project for her assistance.

Characters
The characters are rendered here in the serif PitmanITA font (column 1), the sans-serif ‘Phonemic’
font used by the ITA Foundation (column 2), and the serif Gentium-based Unicode font used in the
chart below (column 3). For purposes of literacy, a sans-serif Unicode font may be preferred. 
á --  1DF1F LATIN SMALL LETTER HALF A.
ç C  1DF20 LATIN SMALL LETTER STRETCHED C H DIGRAPH.
é E  1DF21 LATIN SMALL LETTER LUNATE EE.
í I  1DF22 LATIN SMALL LETTER IE.
ò K  1DF23 LATIN SMALL LETTER OI.
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ó L  1DF24 LATIN SMALL LETTER OU.
ô F  1DF2B LATIN SMALL LETTER OMEGA WITH LOOP.
û R  1DF2C LATIN SMALL LETTER R WITH LEFT TIE.
š S  1DF2D LATIN SMALL LETTER ESH H DIGRAPH.
þ H  1DF2E LATIN SMALL LETTER STRETCHED T H DIGRAPH.
ð T  1DF2F LATIN SMALL LETTER REVERSED T H DIGRAPH.
ù W  1DF30 LATIN SMALL LETTER WH DIGRAPH.
ž Z  1DF31 LATIN SMALL LETTER REVERSED Z.

Chart
Latin Extended-G
1DF1x 1DF2x 1DF3x

 ...0 𝼐  
 ...1 𝼑  
 ...2 𝼕 
 ...3 𝼔 
 ...4 𝼓 
 ...5 𝼒 
 ...6 𝼙 
 ...7 𝼘 
 ...8 𝼗 
 ...9 𝼖 
 ...A 𝼚 
 ...B 𝼛 
 ...C 𝼜 
 ...D 𝼝 
 ...E 𝼞 
 ...F  
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Annotations
Unicode may wish to note the glyph appearance in ITA of the unified characters U+0064 ⟨ d d⟩ vs
⟨d⟩ (variable difference), 0067 ⟨g g⟩ vs ⟨g/g⟩, 00E6 ⟨a-e⟩ vs ⟨æ⟩ (variable), A737 ⟨â Q⟩ vs ⟨ꜷ⟩,
014B ⟨ñ N⟩ vs ⟨ŋ⟩, 0153 ⟨o-e⟩ vs ⟨œ⟩ (variable) and 1D6B ⟨ú U⟩ vs ⟨ᵫ⟩. 

Properties
There are no decompositions. 

1DF1F;LATIN SMALL LETTER HALF A;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1DF20;LATIN SMALL LETTER STRETCHED C H DIGRAPH;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1DF21;LATIN SMALL LETTER LUNATE EE;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1DF22;LATIN SMALL LETTER IE;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1DF23;LATIN SMALL LETTER OI;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1DF24;LATIN SMALL LETTER OU;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1DF2B;LATIN SMALL LETTER OMEGA WITH LOOP;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1DF2C;LATIN SMALL LETTER R WITH LEFT TIE;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1DF2D;LATIN SMALL LETTER ESH H DIGRAPH;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1DF2E;LATIN SMALL LETTER STRETCHED T H DIGRAPH;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1DF2F;LATIN SMALL LETTER REVERSED T H DIGRAPH;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1DF30;LATIN SMALL LETTER WH DIGRAPH;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
1DF31;LATIN SMALL LETTER REVERSED Z;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;

References
Keith Brown, ed. (2005) Spelling reform proposals: English. Encyclopedia of Language and Linguistics. 

2nd edition, Elsevier.
Peter T. Daniels (2018) An Exploration of Writing. Equinox. 
Omniglot, Pitman Initial Teaching Alphabet (i.t.a.). omniglot.com/writing/ita.htm. Accessed 2020.8.28.

Letter of support
The ITA Foundation wrote a letter indicating unanimous support on 2023 March 05:
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Figures

Figure 1.  Daniels (2018, p. 26, Table 2.2). A chart of the ITA. The digits cross-index 
another table. ‘Half-a’ is at bottom right. 

Figure 2.  Daniels (2018, §2.1.4). A passage that includes all proposed lower-case 
characters but ⟨ó⟩, including the interdialectical ‘half-a’ vowel ⟨á⟩. Several capital 
forms are seen as well, of which ⟨Ð⟩ and ⟨Í⟩ would need Unicode support. In this 
typeface, the capitals seem small compared to standard Latin typefaces. However, 
there is not actually much difference between the heights of the capital A’s in the ITA
⟨Alis⟩ seen here (2nd paragraph) and in ⟨Alice⟩ set in the Gentium font used for the 
present document: Aa : Aa, Ss : Ss. Some ITA publications use larger-sized capitals, 
rising to the stem height of ⟨b d k⟩ etc. Note that capitals have longer descenders as 
well, for example capitalized ⟨Yõ⟩ vs l.c. ⟨yõ⟩ in paragraph 2.
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Figure 3.  The typeface at Omniglot uses an allograph of ⟨æ⟩ with a short linking 
stroke between the a and the e, rather than the prototypical ash.

Figure 4.  The typeface used since 1993 by the ITA Foundation in New York. From 
itafoundation.org/about-us/what-is-i-t-a/. Note that ⟨Â⟩ and ⟨Ù⟩ are simple 
juxtapositions.
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Figure 5.  The typeface used by the ITA Foundation in the 1960s. It has a standard 
⟨d⟩ and a more organic shape to the ⟨Û⟩. Compare the slightly distinctive ⟨d⟩ in 
the previous figure.

Figure 6.  Jane Flynn Anderson (2017: 1) ITA Linguistic Readers, bꞷk 5. 
Capital letters are not used at all in recent material such as this. 

Figure 7.  A sample text sent by the ITA Foundation. Note the use of ⟨Û⟩ for the 
syllabic r in creamery in the third line. 
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Figure 8.  The character assignment of the ‘phonemic’ font currently used by the ITA 
Foundation. Because capital letters are not used, they have been reassigned to other 
ITA letters, similar to many non-Unicode IPA fonts. ‘Q’ and ‘x’ are not needed and 
have also been reassigned. The older ‘pitmanita’ font has capital letters and a very 
different character assignment for the other letters. 

Figure 9.  ðe littl red hen, bí Moris Harrison. Illustrated bí Jorj Croppeû. A ròton
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rédeû ITA bõk, Tomas Hœp and Sañky Hudson Limited Mançesteû. 
Note how ‘ITA’ and the capitals of ‘Moris Harrison’ extend slightly below the 

baseline as well as above x height. The title itself is not capitalized. 

Figure 10.  John Downing (1963: 1) Cum heer jet, ðe Dóniñ Rédeûž – bõk 5. Initital
Teaching Publishing Co., UK. 

Here also, the capital C and S extend as much below the baseline as they do above
x height. 
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ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 2/WG 2
PROPOSAL SUMMARY FORM TO ACCOMPANY SUBMISSIONS

FOR ADDITIONS TO THE REPERTOIRE OF ISO/IEC 10646 TP

1
PT

Please fill all the sections A, B and C below.
Please read Principles and Procedures Document (P & P) from HTU  http://std.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/principles.html   UTH for guidelines

and details before filling this form.
Please ensure you are using the latest Form from HTU  http://std.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/summaryform.html  UTH.

See also HTU  http://std.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/roadmaps.html   UTH for latest Roadmaps.
A. Administrative

1. Title: Initial Teaching Alphabet
2. Requester's name: Kirk Miller
3. Requester type (Member body/Liaison/Individual contribution): individual
4. Submission date: 2023 March 13
5. Requester's reference (if applicable):
6. Choose one of the following:

This is a complete proposal: yes
(or) More information will be provided later:

B. Technical – General
1. Choose one of the following:

a. This proposal is for a new script (set of characters):
Proposed name of script:

b. The proposal is for addition of character(s) to an existing block: yes
Name of the existing block: Latin Extended-G

2. Number of characters in proposal: 13
3. Proposed category (select one from below - see section 2.2 of P&P document):

A-Contemporary B.1-Specialized (small collection) B.2-Specialized (large collection) x
C-Major extinct D-Attested extinct E-Minor extinct
F-Archaic Hieroglyphic or Ideographic G-Obscure or questionable usage symbols

4. Is a repertoire including character names provided? yes
a. If YES, are the names in accordance with the “character naming guidelines” yes

in Annex L of P&P document?
b. Are the character shapes attached in a legible form suitable for review? yes

5. Fonts related:
a. Who will provide the appropriate computerized font to the Project Editor of 10646 for publishing the standard? 

Kirk Miller
b. Identify the party granting a license for use of the font by the editors (include address, e-mail, ftp-site, etc.):

SIL OFL
6. References:

a. Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, descriptive texts etc.) provided? yes
b. Are published examples of use (such as samples from newspapers, magazines, or other sources)
of proposed characters attached? yes

7. Special encoding issues:
Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing (if applicable) such as input, 
presentation, sorting, searching, indexing, transliteration etc. (if yes please enclose information)? yes

8. Additional Information:
Submitters are invited to provide any additional information about Properties of the proposed Character(s) or Script that 
will assist in correct understanding of and correct linguistic processing of the proposed character(s) or script.  Examples of 
such properties are: Casing information, Numeric information, Currency information, Display behaviour information such as
line breaks, widths etc., Combining behaviour, Spacing behaviour, Directional behaviour, Default Collation behaviour, 
relevance in Mark Up contexts, Compatibility equivalence and other Unicode normalization related information.  See the 
Unicode standard at HTU  http://www.unicode.org  UTH for such information on other scripts.  Also see Unicode Character Database (
H  http://www.unicode.org/reports/tr44/        ) and associated Unicode Technical Reports for information needed for consideration
by the Unicode Technical Committee for inclusion in the Unicode Standard.

1TPPT Form number: N4502-F (Original 1994-10-14; Revised 1995-01, 1995-04, 1996-04, 1996-08, 1999-03, 2001-05, 2001-09, 2003-11, 2005-01, 2005-09, 
2005-10, 2007-03, 2008-05, 2009-11, 2011-03, 2012-01)
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C. Technical - Justification 
1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before? yes

If YES explain L2/08-428
2. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: National Body,

user groups of the script or characters, other experts, etc.)? yes
If YES, with whom? Shelley Jerviss, President ITA Foundation, sjerviss@itafoundation.org

Jane Anderson, janderson@itafoundation.org
Peggy Westlund, pwestlund@itafoundation.org

If YES, available relevant documents:
3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example:

size, demographics, information technology use, or publishing use) is included? yes
Reference: Daniels (2018)

4. The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use; common or rare) pedagogical
Reference: Daniels (2018)

5. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community? yes
If YES, where?  Reference: UK

6. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P document must the proposed characters be entirely 
in the BMP? no

If YES, is a rationale provided?
If YES, reference:

7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)? yes
8. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing 

character or character sequence? no
If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?

If YES, reference:
9. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either

existing characters or other proposed characters? no
If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?

If YES, reference:
10. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function)

to, or could be confused with, an existing character? no

If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?
If YES, reference:

11. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences? no
If YES, is a rationale for such use provided?

If YES, reference:
Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided?

If YES, reference:
12. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as 

control function or similar semantics? no
If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary)

13. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility characters? no
If YES, are the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic characters identified?

If YES, reference:
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